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Frank Wood's Business Accounting volumes are the world's best-selling textbooks on
bookkeeping and accounting. Now for the first time, the authors have produced an
indispensable textbook specifically for accounting students and professionals working with UK
GAAP practice and terminology. Frank Wood's Business Accounting volumes are the world's
best-selling textbooks on bookkeeping and accounting. Now for the first time, the authors have
produced an indispensable textbook specifically for accounting students and professionals
working with UK GAAP practice and terminology.
Accounting for Business is print only. Written in clear and uncomplicated language, the new
edition of Accounting for Business guides non-accounting students through the basic
accounting concepts. Now up-dated to cover the GST, new tax laws and the VET training
package, this is the ideal resource for students needing to cover the key accounting elements
but not requiring the depth of a more traditional textbook.
This is the teacher's manual to both volumes of Business Accounting, which cover the first and
second level syllabuses of many examining bodies, including AAT, ACCA, CIMA, ICA, ICSA,
LCCI and RSA. They also provide full coverage of the preparatory work for A-Level students.
'The most damaging half truth for savers is “performance matters more than expenses”. Read
this book carefully and the financial services industry will have one fewer easy victim, but you
will have a sound base for a lifetime of successful investment.' Martin White, Chair of UK
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Shareholders Association This is one of those great big books to buy and then tuck away for
constant reference. It's a tour through everything from managing a portfolio to establishing a
fair intrinsic value for a share. If it moves in the world of investing, it’s probably here.' David
Stevenson, 'Adventurous Investor' in the Financial Times ‘Informative and easy to read, Glen
Arnold has produced arguably the most comprehensive book there is today on stock market
investing and one that unquestionably will give an edge to any retail investor. This is a must
read for anyone serious about investing.' Simon Thompson, Companies Editor, Investors
Chronicle The Financial Times Guide to Investing is the definitive introduction to the art of
successful stock market investing. Bestselling author Glen Arnold takes you from the basics of
what investors do and why companies need them through to the practicalities of buying and
selling shares and how to make the most from your money. He describes different types of
investment vehicles and advises you on how to be successful at picking companies,
understanding their accounts, managing a sophisticated portfolio, measuring performance and
risk and setting up an investment club. The third edition of this investing classic will give you
everything you need to choose your shares with skill and confidence. Thoroughly updated, this
edition now includes: - Comprehensive advice about unit trusts and other collective
investments - A brand new section on dividend payments and what to watch out for - An
expanded jargon-busting glossary to demystify those complex phrases and concepts - Recent
Financial Times articles and tables to illustrate and expand on case studies and examples Detailed updates of changes to tax rates and legislation as well as increases in ISA allowances
and revisions to capital gains tax
This Graphic Novel Series features classic tales retold with attractive color illustrations.
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Educatiors using the Dale-Chall vocabulary system adapted each title. Each 70 page,
softcover book retains key phrases and quotations from the original classics. Introduce
literature to reluctant readers and motivate struggling readers. Students build confidence
through reading practice. Motivation makes all the difference. What's more motivation then the
expectation of success?
The world’s best-selling textbook on book-keeping and accounting, Business Accounting
Volume 1 continues to provide an indispensible introduction for students and professionals
across the globe. It is renowned for clarity, with easy-to-understand language and a plethora of
examples to aid your understanding. The 12th edition is updated to be fully compliant with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Other updates include new coverage of
professional ethics, disaster recovery, and over 70 new examples to test your understanding.
‘A benchmark for all accounting books.’ Sarah Knight, former Finance Courses Coordinator,
Huntingdonshire Regional College ‘The writing style of the book is ‘‘spot-on’’ and just the
right tone – well done! I consider all chapters to be at the appropriate level, very practical and
structured in manageable ‘‘bite-sized’’ chunks.’ Alison Fox, Lecturer, University of Dundee
This title can be supported by MyAccountingLab, an online homework and tutorial system
designed to test and build your students understanding. MyAccountingLab provides a
personalised approach, with instant feedback and numerous additional resources to support
their learning. For students · A personalised study plan · Worked solutions showing them how
to solve difficult problems · An eText for quick reference · Case studies to help them apply
what they’ve learned · Audio animations and videos Use the power of MyAccountingLab to
accelerate your students learning.
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This widely adopted, highly acclaimed text, now in its Fifth Edition, has proved to be an
invaluable asset to the student community. It explains how to prepare, analyze, and interpret
the information from financial statements. New and Distinctive Features of the Text • Banks:
An entirely new chapter (Chapter 13) explains the financial statements of banks. It covers the
effect of legal and regulatory requirements on the financial performance of banks. • Spotlight
on Earnings Quality Analysis and Earnings Management: Intricate issues in understanding
earnings quality and earnings management are explained with real-world examples. • Chapter
Vignette: A tone-setting vignette at the start of every chapter enables the student to relate to
the key issues covered in the chapter. • Emphasis on Thinking: Accounting involves making
significant decisions at every level of management. This text provides many opportunities to
students to think about the considerations that go into making accounting judgements. • New
Cases: There are new cases on Tata Consultancy Services, Biocon, UBS, Reebok India,
Nobles Crus, Essar Oil, HDFC, Kingfisher Airlines, Reliance Communications, and ICICI Bank.
• Student-friendly Approach: Ideas are explained in a simple style using everyday language.
No prior knowledge of business is assumed. Common doubts in understanding accounting are
addressed. • New Material and Updates: New material has been added in many chapters.
These include revenue recognition, pro forma financial measures, whistle-blowing, fraudster
profile, cloud computing, statement of changes in equity, and management communications.
The content has been updated to include the effect of the Companies Act 2013 and changes in
Indian accounting standards and International Financial Reporting Standards. To access
learning resources visit www.phindia.com/narayanaswamy5eSolution Manual is available for
adopting faculty. Click here to request...
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Frank Wood's Business Accounting 1Frank Wood 1926-2000
This self-test book is packed full of multiple choice questions and will be an
invaluable tool for all students in their study of accounting. The numerous examstyle questions will also help students sitting accounting examinations with their
revision. The Multiple Choice Question Book may be used on its own or in
conjunction with any introductory accounting text, including Frank Wood's
Business Accounting Volume 1. The book will be suitable for students taking
introductory accounting courses at college or university as well as those
preparing for professional accountancy examinations.
Accounting has a reputation as a technical and jargon-heavy subject, but there is
no reason why those without formal training cannot master the basics of
interpreting accounts and making good decisions. Accounting for NonAccountants assumes no prior knowledge of the subject area and is designed to
serve as an introductory text for managers and non-specialists who wish to gain
an oversight of the accounting discipline. The book covers both financial and
management accounting in sufficient detail to allow data to be interpreted but in a
clear and accessible manner so the reader can quickly gain an understanding of
the basic principles of the subject area. Now in its 12th edition, Accounting for
Non-Accountants has been fully updated to the latest regulatory requirements
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including the UK GAAP framework, International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) and International Accounting Standards (IAS). The final chapter focuses
on the impact of changes in the economic environment on businesses and there
are introductions to areas including tax, transfer pricing and creative accounting.
This practical guide includes review questions in each chapter, with answers and
workings where appropriate, and is supported online by over 200 questions and a
glossary to develop a firm understanding of all topics.
Business Accounting is the world's best-selling textbook on bookkeeping and
accounting. Its clear explanations, in simple language, a wealth of worked
examples and large number of questions and answers, have made it a popular
choice with both students and lecturers for over thirty years. Other popular
features are its comprehensiveness, the clarity of presentation and layout and the
structured manner in which it builds knowledge in logically progressing short
chapters. In this edition the distribution of chapters between the two volumes has
been rationalised. Volume 1 now includes more-complete coverage of special
accounting procedures and partnerships. Chapters on partnership dissolution,
joint venture accounts, bills of exchange, and consignment accounts, have been
incorporated from Volume 2. A selection of recent questions from examining
boards and professional bodies has been included.
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For undergraduate degrees and professional courses in Accounting or Business.
Prepare for exams and learn essential accounting techniques with this bestselling
and straightforward introduction to financial accounting ‘A well-structured, easyto-read introduction to the subject. Packed full of examples, it is a must have for
students and professionals alike.’ Dr Sarah Borthwick, Edinburgh Napier
University Frank Wood’s Business Accounting, 15th edition is the world’s
bestselling textbook on bookkeeping and accounting. It is an uncomplicated
introduction to what financial accounting is and does, teaching accounting ideas
and methods using a straightforward style that is easy to digest whether you are
new to accounting or not. Used by generations of students and professionals
across the globe, this book provides clear explanations of essential principles
and concepts you need to have an understanding of in accounting, including the
meaning of important terminology, fundamental bookkeeping and accounting
techniques, the key financial statements, and the crucial importance of
accounting to any business. Personalize learning with MyLab Accounting By
combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform,
MyLabTM personalises the learning experience and improves results for each
student. Over 700 questions and problems are available in MyLab which test the
ideas in this book, many of which can be used multiple times with a different
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calculation each time to complete. If you would like to purchase both the physical
text and MyLab Accounting search for: 9781292365510 Frank Wood’s Business
Accounting 15th Edition with MyLab Accounting Package consists of:
9781292365435 Frank Wood’s Business Accounting 15th Edition
9781292365480 Frank Wood’s Business Accounting 15th Edition MyLab
Accounting 9781292365473 Frank Wood’s Business Accounting 15th Edition
Pearson eText NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to confirm
the correct ISBN. Several versions of the MyLabTM platform exist for each title,
and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use MyLab Accounting,
you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson: If purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson, the access codes for the MyLab platform may not
be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the
seller before completing your purchase. Pearson, the world’s learning company.
Business Accounting is the world's best-selling textbook on bookkeeping and
accounting. It gives clear explanations, in straightforward language, with a wealth
of worked examples and a large number of questions and answers. These
features have made it for many years the number one choice for both students
and lecturers. Literally millions of students have studied and passed accounting
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examinations using Business Accounting. changes in the accounting
environment and two new chapters added on Computerised Accounting Systems
and An Introduction to Management Accounting. The opportunity has been taken
to transfer chapters on Bills of Exchange and Consignment Accounts to the
Companion Website. Objectives; Activities designed to broaden and reinforce
students' understanding of concepts; *Glossary defining key terms and concepts,
referenced to the chapter in which they appear; Sets of 20 multiple choice
questions positioned in the book at relevant points, with answers given in
Appendix 2; Notes for Students to help them with their studies and examinations;
Two-colour design to emphasise key points. used on professional and secondarylevel accounting courses. comprehensive coverage of accounting principles; a
large number of worked examples, practice questions and answers to reinforce
learning; clear explanations in short chapters with logical progression. accounting
textbooks. Alan Sangster BA MSc Cert TESOL CA - Professor of Accounting at
the Open University Business School, and was previously at The Queen's
University of Belfast, the University of Aberdeen and the University of
Strathclyde. Alan Sangster 0 273 65557 4
Accounting and Bookkeeping Principles and Practice is written for students of
Certificate IV Financial Services (Bookkeeping) in the FNS10 Financial Services
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Training Package. This text is also a useful resource for students of a wide range
of introductory accounting courses. Featuring a student-friendly writing style and
a wealth of exercises, this is the perfect text for VET-level bookkeeping students.
Scope: This text is mapped to competencies in the FNS10 Financial Services
Training Package and covers core units for Certificate IV Financial Services
(Bookkeeping), as well as the elective units FNSACC302A Administer Subsidiary
Accounts and Ledgers, and FNSACC404A Maintain Inventory Records.
Now going into its 9th edition, the successful textbook Book-keeping and Accounts is a vital
guide for students undertaking studies of book-keeping and accounting for the first time.
Through its gradual introduction of topics, explanation of technical terminology in a clear, easy
to understand way, this text provides an accessible and reliable guide for any student in their
undergraduate career. New to this edition: · Fully compliant with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), with current IFRS terminology. · Questions and exercises to test
your understanding and help with revision. · Selected chapters amended and re-structured. ·
Full explanation of HMRC changes in VAT relating to cash discounts. · Illustrations and
diagrams to help explain key concepts. · Updated ‘learning objectives’ and ‘chapter
summaries’, to reflect developments in the financial environment · Easy to understand to
double entry book-keeping using the ‘IN’ and ‘OUT’ approach. With its highly regarded
authorship this text is used by lecturers for teaching students undertaking the following
qualifications and examinations; Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT), International
Association of Book-keepers (IAB), A Level Accounting, Oxford Cambridge and Royal Society
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of Arts (OCR), and as a general foundation text for personnel employed in the accountancy
profession. Accompanying the text is a collection of resources to support both lecturers and
students which can be found at www.pearsoned.co.uk/wood - For instructors : Solution’s
manual, and Powerpoint slides - For students : Opportunities to practise and additional support
with our companion website
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet the
requirements of the Cambridge syllabus. Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been
written specifically for the Cambridge O Level Accounting syllabus. Accounting principles and
practices have been explained in simple language to enhance the accessibility of the contents
to students whose first language is not English. The book reflects the changes in the O Level
Principles of Accounts syllabus and applies international accounting terminology.
Advanced Accounting delivers an in-depth, comprehensive introduction to advanced
accounting theory and application, using actual business examples and relevant news stories
to demonstrate how core principles translate into real-world business scenarios. Clearly
defined and logically organized Learning Objectives aid in student comprehension, while
highlighted Related Concepts illustrate how individual concepts fit into the larger picture. Short
answer questions throughout the chapter allow students to test their knowledge before
reaching the more in-depth end-of-chapter questions, promoting a deeper understanding of
both technical and conceptual aspects of the field. Written by active accounting researchers,
this text brings clarity and flexibility to the central ideas underlying business combinations,
consolidated financial statements, foreign currency transactions, partnerships, non-profit
accounting and more. This new Seventh Edition has been updated to reflect the latest changes
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to FASB and GASB standards, allowing students to build a skill set based on up-to-date
practices. With a student-oriented pedagogy designed to enhance comprehension, promote
engagement, and build real-world understanding, this user-friendly book provides an essential
foundation in current advanced accounting methods and standards.
Frank Wood’s Business Accounting Volume 1, the world’s bestselling textbook on bookkeeping and accounting, continues to provide an indispensable introduction for students and
professionals across the globe. Now celebrating more than 50 years in publication, the 14th
edition has retained all the essence of what makes this the go-to textbook for accounting and
book-keeping, but has also undergone significant changes and revisions based on reviewer
feedback. With the inclusion of brand new chapters such as ‘Maths for Accounting’, combined
with the reorganisation of chapters, and revision of end-of-chapter questions, this book will
provide all the support you will need for learning key accounting topics. New to this Edition ·
Maths for Accounting chapter · Part 6 ‘Checks and Errors’ · Incorporation of new end-ofchapter questions · Accounting Today chapter For lecturers, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/wood
for our suite of resources to accompany this textbook, including: · A complete solutions guide ·
PowerPoint slides for each chapter · Seven online chapters for further reading MyLab
Accounting Join over 10 million students benefiting from Pearson MyLabs. This title can be
supported by MyLab Accounting, an online homework and tutorial system designed to test and
build your understanding. Alan Sangster is Professor of Accounting at the University of Sussex
and formerly at other universities in the UK, Brazil, and Australia. Lewis Gordon is Lecturer in
Accounting at the University of Liverpool, and has extensive experience of teaching financial
accounting at undergraduate and professional levels. Frank Wood formerly authored this text
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and he remains one of the best-selling authors of accounting textbooks.
Frank Wood's Business Accounting Volume 1, the world's best-selling textbook on bookkeeping and accounting, continues to provide an indispensable introduction for students and
professionals across the globe.
With 60+ definitions to help improve emotional literacy. This HUGE hardcover book with over
140 pages, is all about our children learning to recognise and label emotions and feelings. Join
Aroha and her friends as they share how different emotions might feel in the body and how
each emotion might be helpful. This emotions dictionary is all about helping children find the
words for how they truly feel. Learning to recognise and label our emotions correctly is such an
important skill for life. Giving our children this language helps to build emotional literacy. It is a
gift to give children the tools to know how to recognise what they truly feel and that is it okay to
feel all emotions. When they know that no emotion is 'good' or 'bad' and that all emotions
provide messages, then it takes away any attachment to that emotion being part of who they
are. We may have experienced this ourselves being labelled 'naughty' or 'out of control' due to
feeling angry a lot. However, this behaviour is just a way for a child to communicate. Diving
deeper into why they are acting that way, why they may be feeling the things they are, can help
us find some answers with our child. It can also help us find ways to help them empower
themselves with tools to feel better. Use this book to start conversations about different
emotions. If you can, give examples of things you have experienced. When you see a child
experiencing an emotion, help your child label it. "Are you feeling ... right now?" This book can
be used with children from 5 years of age up to 100+ as everyone might get something from
the book. Hardcover - full colour Pages - 146 Size - 216mm x 280mm (Landscape)
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Recommended Age - 5 years - 100 years+
QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource (4th edition) offers both practical and thought-provoking
articles for the finance practitioner, written by leading experts from the markets and academia.
The coverage is expansive and in-depth, with key themes which include balance sheets and
cash flow, regulation, investment, governance, reputation management, and Islamic finance
encompassed in over 250 best practice and thought leadership articles. This edition will also
comprise key perspectives on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors -essential for understanding the long-term sustainability of a company, whether you are an
investor or a corporate strategist. Also included: Checklists: more than 250 practical guides
and solutions to daily financial challenges; Finance Information Sources: 200+ pages spanning
65 finance areas; International Financial Information: up-to-date country and industry data;
Management Library: over 130 summaries of the most popular finance titles; Finance Thinkers:
50 biographies covering their work and life; Quotations and Dictionary.

This book has been devised to enable students to attain knowledge and understanding
in carrying out cash and credit transactions in accounting. It has been structured into a
number of parts to enable students to undertake a particular topic to meet their specific
needs. Whilst the book centres on the two main topics of Recording and Accounting for
Cash and Credit Transactions, other topics, such as Introduction to double entry have
been included, since competence is needed in the double entry system of book-keeping
when undertaking accounting transactions. Each chapter in the book includes 'Student
Activities' to enable students to assess their progress. Practice assessments have been
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devised to simulate the AAT Central Assessments and the ACCA Multi-choice
assessments. These are designed for the student to gain a valuable indication as to
their competence and readiness for undertaking either the AAT or ACCA assessments.
Transaction Accounting for NVQ Level 2 is suitable for students studying the following
courses: the Lead Body for Accounting NVQ Level 2, AAT Foundation NVQ Level 2,
AAT Diploma in Accounting (for non-UK students), ACCA Accounting Technician
Certificate and Edexel Accounting at NVQ Level 2. It is also ideal for other accounting
courses where a basic book-keeping knowledge and understanding is required.
Now celebrating more than 50 years in publication, Frank Wood’s Business Accounting
Volume 2 continues to provide an essential guide for accounting students around the
world. With the 14th edition now repositioned to take a deeper focus on financial
accounting, analysis and reporting, this book builds upon the fundamentals of financial
accounting to provide you with all the necessary tools you need to help pass your
accounting exams. New to this edition: · Focus on financial accounting, analysis and
reporting to provide further depth · 'Maths for Accounting' Chapter · 'Earnings
Management' Chapter For lecturers, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/wood for our suite of
resources to accompany this textbook, including: · a complete solutions guide ·
PowerPoint slides for each chapter Alan Sangster is Professor of Accounting at the
University of Sussex and formerly at other universities in the UK, Brazil, and Australia.
Frank Wood formerly authored this text and he remains one of the best-selling authors
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of accounting textbooks.
Current evidence points to management accountants using traditional software (such
as spreadsheets) for budgeting, ABC, balanced scorecards and other performance
management techniques independent of, rather than integrated with Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) Systems. While there has been some limited research on the
effects of ERP systems on management accountants, this report provides a
comprehensive analysis of the consequences of implementation of ERP systems for
management accountants. • This report provides a theoretical basis for studying the
impact of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems on management accounting
and provides critical insights into the opportunities provided by ERP systems for the
most efficient use of management accounting techniques. • The seven UK case studies
of ERP implementations reveal the correlation between the success of the system
implementation and the development of the role of management accountants in
business partners thereby identifying the changes and skills required of management
accountants. • The book provides guidance to management accountants on the
changes they need to make in order to achieve the most from an ERP system
implementation.
No growing pains have ever been more hilarious than those suffered loudly by the
riotous Gilbreth clan. First there are a dozen red-haired, freckle-faced kids to contend
with. Then there's Dad, a famous efficiency expert who believes a family can be run just
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like a factory. Finally there's Mother, his partner in everything except discipline. How
they all survive such escapades as forgetting Frank Jr. in a roadside restaurant or going
on a first date with Dad in the backseat or having their tonsils removed en masse will
keep you in stitches. You can be sure they're not only cheaper, they're funnier by the
dozen.
This Value Pack consists of Business Accounting: Volume 1, 10/e by Wood/Sangster
and Business Accounting: Volume 2, 10/e by Wood/Sangster; 1/e (ISBN:
9781405886185)
Translational Medicine: Optimizing Preclinical Safety Evaluation of Biopharmaceuticals
provides scientists responsible for the translation of novel biopharmaceuticals into
clinical trials with a better understanding of how to navigate the obstacles that keep
innovative medical research discoveries from becoming new therapies or even making
it to clinical trials. The book includes sections on protein-based therapeutics, modified
proteins, oligonucleotide-based therapies, monoclonal antibodies, antibody–drug
conjugates, gene and cell-based therapies, gene-modified cell-based therapies,
combination products, and therapeutic vaccines. Best practices are defined for efficient
discovery research to facilitate a science-based, efficient, and predictive preclinical
development program to ensure clinical efficacy and safety. Key Features: Defines best
practices for leveraging of discovery research to facilitate a development program
Includes general principles, animal models, biomarkers, preclinical toxicology testing
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paradigms, and practical applications Discusses rare diseases Discusses "What-WhyWhen-How" highlighting different considerations based upon product attributes.
Includes special considerations for rare diseases About the Editors Joy A. Cavagnaro is
an internationally recognized expert in preclinical development and regulatory strategy
with an emphasis on genetic medicines.. Her 40-year career spans academia,
government (FDA), and the CRO and biotech industries. She was awarded the 2019
Arnold J Lehman Award from the Society of Toxicology for introducing the concept of
science-based, case-by-case approach to preclinical safety evaluation, which became
the foundation of ICH S6. She currently serves on scientific advisory boards for
advocacy groups and companies and consults and lectures in the area of preclinical
development of novel therapies. Mary Ellen Cosenza is a regulatory toxicology
consultant with over 30 years of senior leadership experience in the biopharmaceutical
industry in the U.S., Europe, and emerging markets. She has held leadership position in
both the American College of Toxicology (ACT) and the International Union of
Toxicology (IUTOX) and is also an adjunct assistant professor at the University of
Southern California where she teaches graduate-level courses in toxicology and
regulation of biologics.
Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into software development.
Business Accounting Basics is the ideal introduction into the fundamentals of bookkeeping and
financial accounting. The book utilises both the IFRS and IAS framework making the text
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accessible to students and professionals from all around the globe. Its user-friendly worked
examples and clear explanations help students build their knowledge of accounting standards
one step at a time. With over 250 assessment questions containing full solutions, Business
Accounting Basics is the perfect introduction to Business Accounting.
Now celebrating more than 50 years in publication, Frank Wood's Business Accounting
Volume 2 continues to provide an essential guide for accounting students around the world.
With the 14th edition now repositioned to take a deeper focus on financial accounting, analysis
and reporting, this book builds upon the fundamentals of financial accounting to provide you
with all the necessary tools you need to help pass your accounting exams. New to this edition:
· Focus on financial accounting, analysis and reporting to provide further depth · 'Maths for
Accounting' Chapter · 'Earnings Management' Chapter For lecturers, visit
www.pearsoned.co.uk/wood for our suite of resources to accompany this textbook, including: ·
a complete solutions guide · PowerPoint slides for each chapter Alan Sangster is Professor of
Accounting at the University of Sussex and formerly at other universities in the UK, Brazil, and
Australia. Frank Wood formerly authored this text and he remains one of the best-selling
authors of accounting textbooks.
This volume completes the financial accounting coverage of syllabuses of the various
examining bodies. It has been brought up to date with all the current accounting standards in
as much detail as is required at this level.
This edition of Frank Wood's accounting text has been restructured to follow the AQA A-level
A2 syllabus. The entire AQA A2 syllabus is covered in parts 1-3. Coverage of the equivalent
OCR syllabus is completed in part 4 of the book. Changes to the text include the coverage of
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partnership accounts, now in one chapter; all company accounting in one chapter; and
standard costing and variance analysis covered in a single chapter.; The book builds on a first
course in accounting and includes coverage of the more advanced aspects of financial and
management accounting. As well as providing instruct.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting has been endorsed by University of
Cambridge International Examinations.
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